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Furthering the Cause of Zion:
An Overview of the Mormon Ecclesiastical Court System
in Early Utah

By R. Collin Mangrum

Historians have largely overlooked or misinterpreted the critical role played
by the Mormon court system in early Mormon history. The accepted wisdom
of Mormon history depicts the Mormon ecclesiastical court system as exercis-
ing a limited and transient influence on Mormon historical development. The
story is familiar. The church courts primarily provided a legitimating forum
for the surgical excising of errant members, including wayward leaders, from
the body of the Saints lest the disease of apostacy spread throughout the reli-
gious community. A secondary function is noted by some writers, in temporarily
filling the void presented by the lack of civil courts in the early years of the
Great Basin period. These accounts commonly portray the Saints as desirous of
restoring jurisdiction over civil disputes to the civil courts as soon as practicable.

The few studies available of the church courts exercising jurisdiction over
civil disputes during this brief transitional period vary significantly. One view
expressed by Raymond Swenson has the church courts following the common
law and applicable statutes as closely as possible given a nonprofessional judi-
ciary acting without the assistance of counsel.1 Swenson argues that especially
after the economic watershed of 1869 noted by Arrington, after which the

R. Collin Mangrum was awarded an S.J.D. by the Harvard School of Law and is a pro-
fessor in the Creighton University College of Law. The author presented this paper at The
Eighteenth Annual Meeting of the Mormon History Association in Omaha, Nebraska, on
May 6, 1983. He is engaged with Edwin Firmage in preparing a book on the Mormon legal
experience during the nineteenth century which will incorporate in much greater detail the
material discussed herein, as well as Mormon experiences with gentile law.

1 Raymond Swenson, "Resolution of Civil Disputes by Mormon Ecclesiastical Courts,"
Utah Law Review, 1978 (No. 3) : 573.
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Mormon economy became absorbed into the national market economy, the
church courts abandoned any attempt to develop or maintain a distinct body
of "Mormon law." 2 A radically different view offered recently by anthropolo-
gist Mark Leone investigating church court cases in Eastern Arizona between
1884 and 1896 suggests that the priesthood relied on the aura of inspiration to
ignore past experience and forget its own history in pragmatically deciding
church court cases.3 Leone maintains that neither civil nor Mormon norms
controlled ecclesiastical court decisions. The church courts acted in a strictly
ad hoc manner until the establishment of civil courts and secular government
superseded the church exercising jurisdiction over civil disputes.4

None of the above analyses captures the essence and persistence of the
church court system in the nineteenth century. Priesthood control of the eccle-
siastical courts played an important role in the Mormon effort to establish Zion
amidst Babylon. Early trials, most commonly involving the standing of apostate
members, established the legitimacy of the courts in the eyes of the Saints who
often participated in the most highly publicized cases.5 The availability of cost-
free forums for dispute resolution, the social cohesiveness of early Mormon com-
munities, the antipathy priesthood leaders held for gentile lawyers and legal
processes, and the distinctiveness of Mormon socioeconomic relationships all
inclined the Saints toward reliance on the church courts for all types of disputes.

The church courts began to hear civil disputes as early as 1831.6 The
emerging sense of impropriety of one member suing another at law (rather
than before the church courts) is evidenced by the excommunication trials of
Oliver Cowdery and Apostle Lyman E. Johnson in April of 1838. Charges
against Cowdery7 and Johnson included the "urging of vexatious lawsuits" and
forsaking church responsibilities "for the sake of filthy lucre, and turning to the
practice of law." 9 This initial ambivalence and increasing antagonism toward
divisive litigation resulted by the Great Basin period in the priesthood labeling
as "unchristian-like conduct" the riling of any civil suit against another member
before the ungodly (i.e., secular courts).

Contrary to most accounts, the exclusive jurisdiction exercised by the
church courts over civil disputes did not wane with the establishment of secular
government and regular civil courts. Nor did priesthood adjudicators embrace
the civil law and attempt to apply its contours to the Mormon frontier experi-

2 Ibid., pp. 593-94.
3 Mark Leone, Roots of Modern Mormonism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

1979), p. 146.
4 Ibid., p. 120.
5 Many of the early trials involving priesthood leaders were attended by congregations of

the whole church assembled to consider the charges. See for example, the trial of Far West
Presidency on February 5, 1838, in Elder's Journal 44-46 and The Far West Record, The
Conference Minutes and Record Book of Christ's Church of Latter-Day Saints, Far West,
Missouri, April 6, 1838, pp. 99-105 (hereinafter referred to as Far West Record) ; see also
Sidney Rigdon's trial for attempting to take over leadership of the church after martyrdom,
recorded in "Rigdon Trial," Times and Seasons 5 (Sept. 15, 1844) : 647-55; (Oct. 1, 1844) :
660-67; (Oct. 15, 1844): 680-87.

6 Far West Record, p. 21.
7 Ibid., pp. 118-26.
8 Ibid., p. 127.
& Ibid., p. 126.
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ence, as Swenson suggests. Similarly the bishop and high council courts did not
decide cases totally without reference to their own history, as Leone posits.
Certainly equitable considerations, inspiration, and seemingly ad hoc fashion-
ing of results to further the cause of Zion all played a role in the decisions of the
church courts. Nonetheless, Mormon custom and announced church policies
also provided priesthood adjudicators special decisional perspectives.

Common misconceptions of Mormon theological views regarding separa-
tion of church and state have contributed to the misunderstanding of the
church courts. Excessive reliance on general doctrinal statements concerning
the belief that "governments were instituted of God for the benefit of man" 10

and that the United States Constitution was divinely inspired has prompted
the opinion that the Saints did not want to usurp the role of the state in such a
critical area as civil justice.11 Thus, by this view, the Saints ceased exercising
jurisdiction over civil disputes as soon as frontier exigency no longer required it.
Several observations call into question this superficial account of Mormon views
of the proper relationship between church and state.

First, the Saints were alienated from the secular legal system by the oppres-
sive treatment they received at the hands of civil justice, whether extermination
orders in Missouri or polygamy prosecutions in the Great Basin. They viewed
the civil state and its institutions as susceptible to manipulation by corrupt or
prejudiced civil officers.12 Second, Mormons believed the cause of Zion tran-
scended the more limited purposes of the state. While constitutional principles
were framed to fit the circumstances of the liberal state they would be super-
seded by the Kingdom of God during the millennial reign of Christ.13 The
church courts provided the Saints with a theo-democratic judicial system which
allowed members to accept an inspired disposition of controversies in prepara-
tion for the Kingdom of God.14 Third, the priesthood eschewed the corrupt
influence of gentile lawyers. Brigham Young, for example, minced few words
in his repeated cursing of pettifoggers.15

Fourth, church leadership reviled against the divisive influence of litigation
before the ungodly. Brigham threatened to send on missions or cast out com-
pletely members who whiled away their time amidst the dark influence of
gentile courts.10 John Taylor likened the waste associated with gentile litigation

10 Doctrine of Covenants, 134:1 (hereafter DC).
" D C 101:77, 80.
12 Orson Hyde's diatribe against the disgraceful conduct of governmental officials in

George D. Watt, et al., eds., Journal of Discourses 26 vols. (1854-1886; reprint ed., Salt Lake
City, Bookcraft, 1957), 6:153 (hereafter Journal of Discourses). See also Moses Thatcher's
condemnation of the state for polygamy prosecutions in Journal of Discourses, 25: 115—16.

13 See Orson Pratt's political discourse on the kingdom of God superseding the kingdoms
of this world in Journal of Discourses, 3:71.

14 The Mormon theory of government has been characterized as theo-democracy. Klaus
Hansen, Quest for Empire: The Political Kingdom of God and the Council of Fifty in Mor-
mon History (Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University Press, 1967), pp. 36-43;
Therald N. Jensen, "Mormon Theory of Church and State" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Chicago,
1938), pp. 6-22.

15 For examples of Brigham's condemnation of wicked lawyers, see Journal of Discourses,
3:240, 249, 277; 14:85-86; 15:224-25.

" Journal of Discourses, 3:240-41; 338.
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to two farmers quarreling over the ownership of a cow, one pulling her by the
horns and one by the tail with the lawyer sitting between them quietly milking
her.17 Fifth, gentile courts, even the probate courts controlled by Mormon
judges and juries, operated under civil decisional standards, or man-made
laws. The priesthood were desirous of maintaining distinctive property distribu-
tion patterns, family relations, contractual arrangements, and normative rules
peculiar to Mormon community perspectives.18 The civil courts refused to legiti-
mate Mormon expectations; moreover, the state's courts were incompetent to
apply Mormon standards or religious sanctions in aid of Mormon policies. For
these reasons priesthood leaders consistently expressed their opposition to mem-
bers suing one another before the ungodly, justifying their antipathy toward
gentile lawyers and legal processes by reasoning that the dissension associated
with civil litigation in secular courts was inimical to the cause of Zion.

Priesthood leaders were not so naive as to suppose that conflict would dis-
appear in Zion if they simply banned lawyers and civil actions. They did
assume that the level of animosity present in the community would be affected
by control of the forum relied upon to resolve disputes, as well as its procedures
and underlying objectives. Retaining jurisdiction of secular dispute resolution
despite the availability of alternate civil forums served varied religious pur-
poses: the church courts permitted the adoption of equitable principles and
community interests over and above technical rules of law; they reduced costs
and expedited the resolution of conflict; they allowed Zion to be autonomous
in all things; they elevated the law of God over the law of man.

Accordingly, priesthood leadership adopted an "exclusive jurisdiction"
rule throughout the nineteenth century, consistently maintaining that suing
fellow Saints before the ungodly constituted an actionable offense of un-
christianlike conduct. This principle was applied in disputes involving
real property,19 water controversies,20 domestic conflict,21 contractual dis-

"Ibid. , 22:221.
is Ibid., 20:104.
19 See 1885, Folder 18, Ecclesiastical Court Cases Collection, General Trials, 1832-1963,

LDS Church Archives, Salt Lake City, Utah (hereinafter noted by year and folder number),
discussed below in note 33; 1864, Folder 13 (expenses of civil suit assessed against civil plain-
tiff for attempt to resolve land matters by "the quibbles of law") ; 1879, Folder 6 (member
sanctioned in a land controversy for seeking to acquire legal title "by means forbidden in the
church and dragging us in common with our company into the district court"); 1894,
Folder 7 (dispute over church's jurisdiction in land controversy decided in favor of church's
exclusive jurisdiction).

20 See 1869, Folder 3 (member censured for taking a wa te r dispute " to the Justice Cour t
instead of taking the case to the Priesthood") ; 1872, Folder 6 (members sanctioned for suing
other members a t law over a water dispute ra ther t han resolving the mat t e r in the church
c o u r t s ) ; 1881, Folder 14(2) (member "ordered to w i thd raw the suit [at law] and if [de-
fendant] has damaged him proceed against him by church law" and to pay the defendant $50
for costs incurred defending the civil s u i t ) ; 1884, Folder 19 (12 members and one non-
member , who agreed to abide a church court disposition of a wa te r dispute, ordered to pay
defendant $130 in court costs and attorney's fees, " the expense which they had p u t the plain-
tiffs to in the case before the third judicial dis t r ic t") ; 1869, Folder 18 (a privately owned
[Mormon controlled] canal company ordered to take an abuser of wa te r privileges "before the
church instead of the l a w " ) .

21 See 1877, Folder 6 (husband condemned for filing an act ion before the ungodly "con-
trary to the law of the chu rch" and required to dismiss his civil compla in t ) ; 1875, Folder 2,
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putes,22 and tortious claims.23 By forcing the Saints, upon pain of loss of stand-
ing in the church, to look exclusively to the church courts in resolving dis-
putes, Mormon leadership was able to offer uniquely Mormon solutions to
the social problems arising in the Great Basin.24

John Taylor's counsel to the Saints regarding the proper response that mem-
bers ought to take in the event another member sues them exemplifies the
"exclusive jurisdiction" rule:

But when we talk about "popping men through" the courts who do not do thus and
so, as has been referred to, I tell you what you should do, whenever a man would
attempt to "pop" you through the courts of the law of the land, you should "pop"
him through the courts of our Church; you should bring him up for violating the laws
of the church, for going to law before the ungodly, instead of using the means that
God has appointed.25

Occasionally a member would resist the "exclusive jurisdiction" rule, but
the ban on civil litigation persisted far longer than has previously been sug-
gested. Zerubbabel Snow, for example, attempted a "test case" in 1880. Snow,
the only Mormon appointed to the original territorial judiciary in 1851, had
abided the "exclusive jurisdiction" rule for years. For a time, perhaps, the
church's prohibition against suing members before the ungodly may have made
sense, even to a lawyer like Snow.

As the Mormons migrated to the Great Basin the possibility of building a
distinctive society, Zion, seemed attainable. Not only were the Mormons iso-
lated geographically, but the crisis over slavery made the collapse of secular

Ecclesiastical Court Cases, Disfellowship Records, 1839-1965, LDS Church Archives, Salt
Lake City, Utah (hereafter noted by year, folder number, and reference to Disfellowship
File) (Where member disfellowshipped for refusing to withdraw a civil divorce suit) ; 1885,
Folder 18; 1887, Folder 16.

22 See 1885, Folder 25 (credi tor-member criticized for suing ano the r member at law, and
debtor permi t ted to deduc t cour t costs and attorney's fees of $46 incurred in defending the
civil suit) ; 1885, Folder 24 (" in taking [member] to court [on a cont rac tua l dispute] before
cit ing h im before his Bishop did wrong and acted contrary to the law of the church" ) ;
1882-83 , Folder 1 ( Z C M I "violated the order of the Church . . . for in violation of a rule
laid down for our guidance , they have sued [a member] before the ungodly") ; 1881, Folder 2
( Z C M I criticized for suing on a note before the Thi rd District C o u r t ) .

23 1886, Folder 14 ("we do not justify taking our trouble to law anymore in a case of
trespass than for any other deb t ; we hold that Brother . . . should have exhausted the laws
of the church first") ; 1893, Folder 3 ("going to the law [in this a trespass case] if becoming
prevalent, would hinder our progress as Latter-Day Saints; therefore complainant required
to exhaust his remedies before the church courts.

24 Studies of p roba te cour t l i t igation in U t a h confirm the infrequency of Mormons suing
before even these Mormon-domina ted civil courts. Jay Powell's study of the probate courts
between 1852 and mid-1855 indicates, first, " tha t a clear majori ty of civil suits [in the Salt
Lake County Probate Cour t ] were between outsiders, usually emigrants on their way to the
coas t" ; second, church leaders "rarely appeared before the cour t , " despite their extensive
proper ty holdings. Br igham Young, for example, filed only two suits, bo th of which "were
wi thd rawn before tr ial upon payment of the demanded sums." T e n other suits were brought
on behalf of the Perpe tua l Emigra t ion F u n d , all of which "were occasioned by debtors intend-
ing to leave the terr i tory wi thout settling u p . " Jay E. Powell, "Fairness in the Salt Lake
Coun ty Probate Cou r t , " Utah Historical Quarterly 38 (Summer 1970) : 256, 258, 260, citing
Salt Lake County Probate Cour t , Docket A- l , J u n e 25, 1852-Sept . 1, 1860, Salt Lake County
Clerk 's Office, 152, 2 7 6 ; and J u a n i t a Brooks ed., On the Mormon Frontier: The Diary of
Hosea Stout 1844-1861, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City: University of U t a h Press, 1969) , 2 :554 .

25 Journal of Discourses 2 0 : 1 0 4 - 1 0 5 .
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government appear imminent. However, the national government survived the
Civil War and thereby delayed immediate millennial hopes. Shortly after the
war the transcontinental railroad was completed, bringing an influx of non-
Mormons into Utah in 1869 and extension of federal land laws to the territory.
Finally the United States Supreme Court in 1879 decided in Reynolds v.
United States26 that the First Amendment protected peculiar religious beliefs
but not peculiar religious conduct, all apparently leading Snow to conclude
that the time was ripe to challenge the exclusiveness of the church's jurisdiction
over all disputes. Snow successfully sued a constable in federal district court for
malfeasance, receiving a judgment for $50 plus $132.60 in court costs and
attorney fees. The member-constable, in response, filed against Snow in a
bishop's court for unchristian-like conduct in suing him before the ungodly.
The bishop chastised both parties, ordering Snow to repay $100 of the judg-
ment to the constable, since both had acted improperly. Snow appealed to the
Salt Lake High Council on August 15, 1884. His plea to the high council
indicates his "annoyance" in not being able to sue members in the civil courts
where he made his living as an attorney:

I have heard that we were not permitted to go to law with each other except before
the Church. I have been a member fifty-two years last May; up to this time I have
never preferred a charge against a brother except this time, and if I am in error now,
I ought to pay Brother [C] everything that he has lost, but if I am not, then I ought
not to pay him one dime.

I have been an officer in this territory many years, part of the time as prosecuting
attorney , . . also as a judge . . . . I think I may be in a position before long to have to
bring a number of suits against men, and shall never ask this council if I dare start
these suits. I insist that I have as good a right to my money as the president of the
Church has to his. I claim I have a right to seek justice, and that when I seek that
I am not seeking revenge; and that when I am restrained from getting my rights till
I have to go and ask if I can get them, my liberty is hampered.

The high council, however, felt that the changed social circumstances did
not merit an abandonment of the church's long-standing policy regarding the
exclusivity of church court jurisdiction. The high council affirmed the bishop's
decision that Snow had acted unchristian-like in suing before the ungodly and
modified the judgment to require Snow to pay $132.60, "that being the amount
of expenses of the Court, interest, etc. incurred on going to law."

Zerubbabel Snow appealed on September 12, 1884 to the First Presidency
for a reversal of the policy. Though he favored a change in policy, Snow
expressed his willingness to comply with the "exclusive jurisdiction" rule if the
First Presidency found merit in its continuation:

I have known for some time the views of the church on these points, but I have dif-
fered with them in judgment and still do differ. For this reason I want President
Taylor and others to know it. But still as before, if the final decision be against me on
the principle [of suing brothers before gentile courts] I shall comply with it.27

There is no decision from the First Presidency in the file, but it is reasonable
to assume that they affirmed the lower decision, since the church clearly con-

26 98 U .S . 145 (1879) .

27 1881-84, Folder 1.
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tinued its policy of demanding that members not sue other members in the
civil courts.

The "exclusive jurisdiction" rule by the time of this suit had experienced
innumerable testings for the more than forty years that it had been the policy
of the church. A careful study of relevant church records indicates that the
policy, with few exceptions, remained intact for the rest of the nineteenth cen-
tury despite the fact that the objective of building Zion amidst Babylon had
become an increasingly impossible ideal. Mormons, for a variety of reasons,
were being assimilated into the mainstream of American society, and the dis-
tinctive Mormon judicial system that claimed authority to consider all matters
of conflict between members was becoming an anachronism. Nonetheless, the
Mormon leadership tenaciously refused to defer to civil courts in the resolution
of conflicts for a longer period than has earlier been supposed.

The "exclusive jurisdiction" exercised by the Mormon ecclesiastical courts
enabled the priesthood to continue policies designed to further the cause
of Zion, despite the existence of the contrary laws of Babylon. Especially
noteworthy are examples in the areas of land distribution and domestic
controversies.

A number of studies detail the distinctive colonization patterns adopted by
the Mormons in settling the Great Basin. Many of these accounts explain the
unusual Mormon colonization practices as being in part due to the absence
until 1869 of any federal land laws in the Great Basin. One scholar of Mor-
mon land policies, Michael Raber, compares the Mormon experience to studies
of other tribal societies, such as Gluckman's analyses of Barotse landholdings,
where the tribal chief traditionally maintains his authority through the distribu-
tion of the land. Since Brigham, as the "tribal" land grantor, could act un-
fettered by any competing land law until 1869, the Mormons were able to insti-
tute a distinctive land-based economy.28 Raber notes "the United States did
not so much end the colonization system as did the Mormons themselves, for
they developed an apparatus which was designed to cease as soon as secure title
to land could be achieved." 29

In fact, Mormon land policies continued under the purview of the ecclesi-
astical courts both prior to and after 1869. Mormon customary rules, not un-
fettered priesthood discretion, provided the key to ownership from the earliest
times, and these rules continued in fact after the land office was set up in 1869.
This is not to suggest that the church courts handled land disputes in a formal
or mechanistic manner in accordance with Mormon canon law, but rather
simply to establish that Mormon custom regarding entitlement claims to land
was a more important factor in determining the outcome of specific disputes
than civil law. In fact the federal land laws were significant primarily in their
providing a set of legal rules that could be worked around to effect Mormon
distributional policies.

For example, the Great Salt Lake High Council heard a land dispute on
September 7, 1849, involving a claimant with prior occupancy in conflict with

28 Michae l Scott Raber , Religious Polity and Local Production: The Origins of a Mot'»
mon Town ( P h . D . diss., Yale University, 1969) , p . 89.

29 Ibid., pp. 38-39.
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a claimant predicated on priesthood grant. Following Raber's thesis, the
claimant deriving his "title" from a bishop's grant acting as agent for the tribal
chief Brigham would have the legitimate claim to ownership prior to 1869; a
contrary result would have vitiated Brigham's chiefly status as land giver and
eroded the distinctive basis of the Mormon economy in the pre-1869 period.
The actual results were otherwise. The court expressed disapproval of the prior
claimant going "on his own to Cottonwood Creek before the Presidency
arrived to give us our inheritances." Nonetheless, since he had acted "before
any bishops or wards" had been organized to distribute land in an orderly
manner he was subject to the prior customary rule that "each man's claim shall
be his own and we will recognize each other's claims." The stake president's
chastisement of the bishop-grantee claimant illustrates the reconciliation efforts
of the church courts, and challenges any comparison between Brigham and the
absolute authority of a Barotse tribal chief: "I don't believe all this that we
are contending for is worth 2 cents — its all right that [the bishop grantee] got
his authority all right . . . . a proposition was never made by [the bishop
grantee] to sister [prior occupant] to buy her out but the course is to root and
drive her out of there. . . . Our decision will force a compromise upon them
and this ought to have been done in the first place." 30

Raber is equally in error regarding the post-1869 period. Priesthood influ-
ence over land disposition did not disappear with the extension of federal land
laws. After 1869, when patents to land became available by preemption or
homestead, representative members or "trustees" acquired all the land that they
lawfully could, and then transferred immediately the land to the prior occu-
pants for the proportional costs it took to receive a federal land patent. The
business-as-usual attitude exhibited by Mormon complainants undermines
Raber's claim that the establishment of federal land laws in the Great Basin
was of pivotal importance. An 1870 response to a dispositional conflict is
typical:

We hold ourselves in readiness to deed to our brethren who justly claim land covered
by our patent, on their paying the cost of said land, interest on the money advanced
and other actual expenses. And we will abide the decision of our Brethren in rela-
tion to the distribution of the land.31

An 1884 case filed before the Box Elder High Council further indicates
the continuance of Mormon land policies beyond the "epochal" 1869 date.
The case presented a direct conflict between priesthood-directed allocation of
land to Indians and legal claimants. A member acting as representative for the
Indians complained that RH had taken advantage of governmental land laws
in defrauding "some unknown Indians," for whom priesthood leaders had set
aside certain lands. One high council speaker stressed the preeminence of the
kingdom of God over legal entitlements:

We are here as men interested in the welfare of the Kingdom of God. The law of the
land may suffer a person to do certain things that justice and equity will not support

1849, Folder 12.

1870, Folder 6.
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and that is the position [RH] occupies. He has taken advantage of the law to defraud
the Indians of the land inside the enclosure.

Another speaker commented that "we are not charging [RH] with a breach of
law, but of justice." Even the speaker assigned to represent RH could only
say that "as an American citizen [RH] had a right to claim that land, but as a
brother in the church . . . he should have consulted [the bishop] in regard to
the claiming of the land."

The court unanimously sustained the decision requiring that RH "relin-
quish all claims to the [subject land] inside of the enclosure known as the
Indian farm." On appeal to the First Presidency President Taylor, sustaining
the high council decision, explained that "he had no fellowship for Brethren
that would hedge up the way of the Indians." 32 This case gives little solace to
Raber's thesis that after 1869 Mormon land allocational policies disintegrated
under threat of being in conflict with controlling federal land laws; it also gives
little support to Swenson's thesis that by the 1880s the church courts "avoided
placing Mormons in the anomalous position of living under two competing
standards of legal behavior."

A Cache Valley boundary controversy further illustrates the point. The
stake president in 1881 publicly announced that members were to respect
Mormon over federal boundary lines. The announcement prompted one mem-
ber, TD, to file a quiet title action in federal court to enforce a boundary predi-
cated on the federal survey and incorporated into his patent. In subsequent
church court proceedings not only was TD disfellowshipped, but amazingly the
council ordered the Mormon attorney who represented him, George Marsh,
to pay fifty dollars to the civil defendant, CR, for expenses he had incurred in
unsuccessfully defending the civil action. Marsh appealed to the First Presi-
dency, claiming that CR had had two Mormon attorneys representing him,
and that as an attorney he ought not be punished for fulfilling his professional
responsibilities. The First Presidency, however, sustained the high council's
decision that members ought "to adhere to the rules of the church and settle
all our difficulties by arbitration," and that Mormon attorneys ought not to aid
and abet disobedience to priesthood counsel in land matters.33 It would be
difficult to explain a case such as this under Raber's interpretation.

Land controversies not only refute the Raber and Swenson theses; they
also challenge both of Leone's contentions: that priesthood leaders made deci-
sions in a strictly ad hoc manner forgetting their own history, and that their
jurisdiction waned as soon as the federal government extended civil courts to
the Great Basin wilderness. In a case filed on June 6, 1884 WJ attempted to
introduce his patent to a contested parcel of land in a hearing before a bishop's
court. The bishop refused to receive the patent as relevant evidence stating that
"they were not trying the law but the equity of the case." Contrary to Leone,
the bishop cited history in the form of a well known Mormon custom related to
land controversies: "There has been a standing rule among us ever since the
first settlement of these valleys that when a man entered a piece of land on

32 1884, Folder 25 .
33 1885, Folder 18.
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those claims the entry man always gives them their portion by their paying their
proportion of the expense of entering." Following the longstanding rule (the
bishop amazingly remembered history!) the bishop ordered WJ to deed to EC
the disputed forty acres and ordered EC to pay WJ the proportional cost of
filing at $1.25 per acre plus $1.75 per acre extra which WJ had incurred in
proving title before the government.

Some years later WJ appealed on the basis of an editorial in the Deseret
News of January 25, 1896 which appeared to deny any inclination on the part
of the church to claim any jurisdiction over the adjudication of land disputes.
Nonetheless the high council affirmed the earlier decision and on June 20, 1900
the First Presidency sustained the bishop's judgment which had favored Mor-
mon customary claims over federally-established title to land.34

Church courts were also critical in the arbitration of domestic conflict. Con-
trary to common belief, the priesthood liberally granted divorce if the parties
insisted, regardless of the grounds. Professor Richard Aaron, of the University
of Utah Law School, considering the liberal provisions of Utah's divorce statute,
suggested that it "may have been formulated as a convenient method to allow
the faithful to rescind old marriage bonds in order to remarry within the
sect." 35 Aaron implies that conversely Mormons would have likely limited the
actionable grounds for divorce between members in divorce actions heard
before the church courts. Anthropologist Paul Dredge, a close scholar of the
church courts, supports this opinion. He suggests "[i]t was a social fact that
unless there was constant physical abuse or complete abandonment, the thought
of divorce or separation did not even enter the minds of most Mormons of the
nineteenth century." 36 The plentiful divorce cases belie these conclusions.

It is true that priesthood leaders labored diligently to stave off unnecessary
divorces. It is also true that only the prophet could authorize the cancellation
of a marriage "sealing." Many church court cases depict moral suasion used to
patch up intrafamily difficulties as an alternative to recommending to the
prophet that a divorce be granted. While spouses seeking to end a marriage,
especially husbands, were often chastised for doing so without good cause, an
insistent party was seldom denied a divorce. In 1856 the bishop recommended
a divorce "on the ground that [JL] don't know enough to keep a wife — too
big a fool. He is not fit to have a wife — for three years I caution [ed] all the girls
against him. He had no just cause to put away his wife." 37

In an 1880 case the bishopric debated the propriety of recommending a
divorce where no apparent ground existed. One counselor "thought it would
be wicked for the parties to live together with the feelings they had manifested
towards each other." Bishop Burt concluded that though "the evidence brought
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forward was not sufficient to justify a divorce" Sister JS expressed such a spirit
of hostility that he would recommend a divorce and "leave the matter to the
judgment of President Taylor." 38 Similarly in an 1883 case a Fillmore bishop
reported: "We consider in our opinion that it would not be wise to compel
[MH] although her grounds are not just, to continue to be the wife of [CH]
inasmuch as she claims that she does not now nor never did have any affections
for him." 39

Default divorces became so regular that many stakes adopted a standard
form such as one utilized in a divorce recommended in St. George in 1876:40

Know all Persons by these presents: that we the undersigned [MAM] and [MAX] his
wife, before her marriage to him [MAK], do hereby mutually covenant, Promise and
agree to Dissolve all the relations which have hitherto existed between us as Husband
and Wife, and to keep ourselves Separate and Apart from each other, from this time
forth.
In Witness Whereof, We have Hereunto set our hands at St. George, Utah this 1st
day of June A.D. 1876.
Signed in the Presence of

While the liberal perspective of priesthood leaders who initially considered
divorce petitions in church court proceedings paralleled the liberality of divorce
obtainable in the civil courts under the applicable Mormon-drafted statute, the
church courts heard additional domestic cases that the civil courts would not
have considered. For example, because Mormons believe "sealed" marriages
are for eternity, church courts heard divorce actions involving a deceased
spouse where the surviving spouse subsequently decided a lifetime was enough.41

The church courts also furthered the cause of Zion by providing a forum
for the hearing of disputes arising out of polygamous family relations. Since the
civil courts refused to recognize polygamy, the church courts provided the only
forum for the resolution of such conflicts. Several cases will illustrate.

The first case involves a complaint filed on November 11, 1880 by a
polygamous wife who had suffered abuse in the marriage from the husband
and the other wife. The court directed the allocation of property and enjoined
each member of the family from harassing any other member:

I n regard to the division of the house, we consider it only just t ha t she should
have, in connect ion with the rooms she already occupies, the room now occupied as a
kitchen by the first family, together with the room now used as a ba throom. These
being really necessary in our opinion to the ordinary comfort of herself and her chil-
dren; this still leaving the m u c h larger, and by far the bet ter par t of the house for the
use of the o ther pa r t of the family.

A n d we hereby enjoin upon each port ion of the family tha t they shall hereafter
scrupulously avoid performing any act tha t will tend in any way to unnecessarily
harass or annoy the other port ion.4 2
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An 1881 divorce recommendation involving a polygamous family is also
informative. The bishop in his recommendation noted "we got her to wait
almost a year with no reconciliation, therefore, we recommend she have one."
In regard to the property disposition the bishop appointed

three polygamists to ascertain the number of persons in his family and the amount of
means he has on hand and report the amount [ST] shall have, how many children she
shall keep and then make a report to the Presidency of the Stake for their approval
of what is done. The Presidency of the Stake shall select a man that [HT] will approve
of, who shall hold the property in trust for her and her children, and at her death or
marriage the property so held shall go to her children in equal shares.43

The availability of church courts was also important to the security of
polygamous families in the area of estate planning. Where a father of a
polygamous family died intestate, the Mormon rule was that the wives and all
the children share and share alike. In one case where CL died intestate,
Apostles John Henry Smith and A. H. Lund acted as arbitrators between all
the claimants. They ordered that the four wives each receive $600 and the
54 children $375. The only non-equal treatment afforded any of the parties
was allowing one wife to retain property previously deeded to her "in con-
sideration of the large number of minor children she has to rear and educate."44

It is thus clear that many previous studies have either overlooked or mis-
understood the critical role played by the ecclesiastical courts in furthering
Mormon aims. The priesthood considered the filing of any civil action against
another member to be unchristian-like conduct for a much longer period than
earlier supposed. The church courts maintained distinctive Mormon policies
that consciously deviated from gentile law, and in doing so perpetuated peculiar
Mormon property and personal relationships. There is no question but that
economic and political factors heavily influenced the viability of many of the
distinctive Mormon practices. Nonetheless, as long as the Saints held them-
selves responsible for building a distinctive community, the church courts main-
tained exclusive jurisdiction over civil disputes between members in aid of the
cause of Zion.
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